Purpose -Both geometric and non-geometric parameters have noticeable influence on the absolute positional accuracy of 6-dof articulated industrial robot. This paper aims to enhance it and improve the applicability in the field of flexible assembling processing and parts fabrication by developing a more practical parameter identification model. Design/methodology/approach -The model is developed by considering both geometric parameters and joint stiffness; geometric parameters contain 27 parameters and the parallelism problem between axes 2 and 3 is involved by introducing a new parameter. The joint stiffness, as the non-geometric parameter considered in this paper, is considered by regarding the industrial robot as a rigid linkage and flexible joint model and adds six parameters. The model is formulated as the form of error via linearization. Findings -The performance of the proposed model is validated by an experiment which is developed on KUKA KR500-3 robot. An experiment is implemented by measuring 20 positions in the work space of this robot, obtaining least-square solution of measured positions by the software MATLAB and comparing the result with the solution without considering joint stiffness. It illustrates that the identification model considering both joint stiffness and geometric parameters can modify the theoretical position of robots more accurately, where the error is within 0.5 mm in this case, and the volatility is also reduced. Originality/value -A new parameter identification model is proposed and verified. According to the experimental result, the absolute positional accuracy can be remarkably enhanced and the stability of the results can be improved, which provide more accurate parameter identification for calibration and further application.
Introduction
Because of the characteristics of dexterity, high automation, good flexibility and low cost (Wang et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2017) , the industrial robot, as the most typical mechatronic digital equipment, is more and more widely applied in the field of precision work such as automatic assembly, drilling and riveting, dimension inspections and laser machining. Meanwhile, due to the increasing requirements of the complexity and flexibility of the industrial robot operation and frequent usages in the real-time applications (Bo et al., 2014) , the off-line programming technology has become a hotspot in the robot technology. However, although the repeatability accuracy of the industrial robot can be high enough, the absolute positioning accuracy is rather low (For instance, the repeatability accuracy of KUKA KR500-3 type robot is 0.08 mm but the absolute accuracy only reaches to centimeter-level.), which severely restricts the popularization and application of the robot off-line programming technology.
To improve the absolute positional accuracy and promote the practicability of off-line programming, the robot calibration is the main technology, which contains the processes of modeling, measurement, parameter identification and compensation (Ren et al., 2007) . Among these steps, the parameter identification is a crucial part, which divides the identification into two types, geometric parameter calibration and the non-geometric parameter calibration (Nubiola and Bonev, 2013) , based on the different types of identification parameters. According to Zhong and Lewis (1995) , Liou et al. (1993) , as well as Ziegert (1988) , the factors that affect the absolute positioning accuracy of the industrial robot are multitudinous, consisting of geometric factors that include the structure parameter error caused by assembly and manufacturing process, zero deviation and specific applications (end effector installation), as well as non-geometric factors that include environmental factors such as the temperature, kinetic parameters, stiffness, backlash and other nonlinearities. On account of the lower stiffness, the absolute positioning errors of industrial robots caused by compliance errors due to the external load cannot be neglected.
However, most traditional calibration technologies for industrial robots are limited to studying the influence of a single factor on the absolute positioning accuracy of the robot and ignore the coupled effect of various factors on this accuracy. Chen et al. (2008) developed a convenient and practical method which only calculated the zero offset. Considering the robot end-effector errors, Joubair et al. (2016) developed an analysis to determine the most appropriate observability index, which allowed for the best parameter identification, and Oh (2018) proposed a method to analyze the robot geometric error by using the data measured during circle contouring movement of the industrial robot end effectors. Besides the research related to geometric parameters, there are also many studies considering non-geometric parameters. On the premise of neglecting the error from geometric parameters, Chen (2011) and Wang et al. (2009) analyzed and identified the robot joint stiffness. Based on the calibration modeling of relative positioning accuracy and the identification of geometric parameters, Wang et al. (2011) proposed a method to compensate the compliance error of the external load and selfweight. He et al. (2017) identified the geometric parameters based on kinematics parameter calibration and proposed a method of compensation for residual error based on error similarity. Filion et al. (2018) applied a portable photogrammetry system to proceed the elasto-geometrical model and parameter identification. Considering both geometric and non-geometric parameters, Karan and Vukobratovic (2009) elaborated a joint-stiffness identification model but did not display the specific model.
According to the literature, there are a few researches integrated considering the geometric and non-geometric parameters into the identification and calibration. Therefore, to remove the coupled effect of multi-factors on positioning accuracy and improve it, this paper proposes a more practical parameter identification model which considers geometric parameter errors and compliance errors caused by external loads. Based on the proposed model, a calibration experiment on KUKA robot KR500-3 is performed and the result analysis verifies that the proposed model can enhance the absolute positioning accuracy and reduce the volatility at the same time.
Kinematics model of the 6R robot
Based on the classical DH coordinate system, the kinematics model is set up, which is shown in Figure 1 . The robot theoretical DH parameters are shown in Table I . The robot used in this paper is KUKA KR500-3 type robot, whose payload, arm length and repeatability are 500 6 50kg, 2826 mm and 0.08 mm, respectively. Some specific values of parameters of this robot are also shown in Table I .
Positional error model

Geometric and non-geometric factors
The positioning error of industrial robots is composed of a variety of geometric and non-geometric factors, where the linkage deformations and joint deformations of robots caused by external loads need to be considered in most cases. For most industrial robots, the joint deformation caused by inadequate joint stiffness is the main part, which results in the positioning error. Thus, an important assumption is made that the industrial robot is regarded as a rigid linkage and flexible joint model, namely neglecting the linkage deflection caused by external loads.
According to this assumption, each joint can be treated as an elastic torsion spring that its elasticity coefficient is constant (Wang et al., 2009) , and the error which is introduced by the insufficient stiffness is concretized as the joint angle error. Thus, the total angle error can be expressed as
where Du s and Du p represent the joint angle error caused by the joint stiffness and geometric factors, respectively. Du etc is the error caused by other factors which is neglected. For the error caused by geometric parameters, the traditional DH parameters are not applicable when the axis 2 and axis 3 of the robot are nominal parallel. Thus, a parameter b , the twist angle along direction y, is introduced. Because of the installation error or other relative effects, an angle Db 2 which is usually in a small scale is introduced between the axis 2 and axis 3, which is along the direction of y 2 (according to the right hand rule), shown in Figure 2 
The x i, y i and z i represent the coordinate direction. Instead of Dd 2 , the error of the joint distance which is set as Dd 2 = 0 under the condition, the Db 2 is used to describe this deviation. Da 2 is a distance deviation between axis z 2 and z 3 along the direction of x 2 . Da 2 is the angle deviation between axis z 2 and z 3 around the direction of x 2 . When the positioning deviation is under measurement, the robot basic coordinate system (O-x agv y agv z agv ) is established that aims to overlap with the actual basic coordinate system (O-x w y w z w ). But it is impossible to make them coincident based on the existed technologies, which depends on the positioning accuracy and measurement accuracy. The error is shown as Figure 2 (b). Thus, coordinate transformations are constructed, where DT aw and DT w1 represent the transformation from the basic coordinate system to the actual base coordinate system and the transformation from the real robot base coordinate to the coordinate fixed to the axis 1(O-x 1 y 1 z 1 ), respectively. To simplify the model, the error transformations can be expressed as:
where the six parameters describing the error are Dty 0 , Db 0 , Da 0 , Da 0 , Du 1 and Dd 1 . Among these parameters, Dty 0 expresses the distance offset from the base coordinate to the actual robot coordinate system in the base coordinate system along the axis y 0 . Db 0 expresses the angle deviation from z agv to axis z 1 measured by z agv . Other four parameters are defined according to the rule of DH parameter.
Geometric and non-geometric parameter model of positional error
Considering both geometric and non-geometric parameters, the total number of the robot error parameters is 33, which includes 27 geometric parameters and 6 stiffness parameters. For the specific KUKA KR500-3 robot, its error parameters are listed in Table II . Notably particularly, it is necessary to eliminate non-independent variables before calculating because of the correlation among parameters.
The parameter identification model considering joint stiffness
According to the kinematic model, when the joint angle u is known, the nominal position is defined as:
where a is the joint deviation, d is the joint distance, and a is the joint twist angle. Meanwhile, considering the errors from both geometric and non-geometric parameters, the actual position is expressed as:
Thus, the positioning error of robot can be expressed as:
To simplify the expression into the linear equation when the involved parameters are relatively small, this error can be represented as: Figure 2 Schematic of the error. O-x agv y agv z agv : the constructed base coordinate system, O-x w y w z w : the actual world coordinate system, O-x 1 y 1 z 1 : the coordinate system of fixed axis 1 of robot
In this equation, J is the Jacobian matrix which is the derivative of the tool center point (TCP) of the robot with respect to geometric parameters. And J 1(3Â6) is a part of the J which includes the first six columns. DQ, DQ p and DQ s are respectively expressed as:
In the state of static equilibrium, the relationship between the external force of robot and the joint force is:
where C and F f represent the external force and joint force, respectively. F f contains both forces and torques, in the form as [F x , F y , F z , T x , T y , T z ] T , which are measured under the force coordinate system. J f is the 6 Â 6 Jacobian matrix of the robot, calculated by using the differential transformation method. It describes the linear relationship between the velocity of TCP and the corresponding joint speed. With the relationship between the external force of robot and the joint force, the error Du s can be represented as:
where K u and C u are the stiffness matrix and the joint adaptation vector, respectively, which are expressed as:
Substituting (12) into (7), the absolute positional error is obtained as:
When the measuring points are in the number of N, the error can be expressed as:
Using the least square method, the least square solution of (15) is obtained, and the iteration makes DP verge to 0.
Experiment
To test the performance of the proposed model, an experiment is developed on KUKA KR500-3 type robot with an end effector which is 1103.58 N, shown as Figure 3 . The absolute position of TCP is measured by laser tracker. The flange coordinate system is translated to the center of the gravity of end effector, then the force coordinate system is created and the vector F f is defined upon it. Therefore, the value of the vector F f changes with the posture of tool coordinate system. One thing should be noted is that the influence from self-weight is not considered. Twenty groups of joint positions are selected and converted based on robot joint coordinates. Then, the converted locations are sent to robot and their actual positions are measured, which are listed in Table III . To guarantee the accuracy, each point is measured 5 times after the robot arrives at the position. The measured data are divided into two groups, where the data of the first 15 points are used for the construction of the model and the data of the last 5 points are used for testing the validity of the robot. Substituting the results in Table III to equation (17) and setting the iteration termination condition as:
Dp xi 1 Dp yi 1 Dp zi < 0:00001; it can be calculated by MATLAB that r A = 33. Thus, the matrix A is column full rank, which means there are 33 independent variables. Therefore, it's not necessary to remove relevant variables.
To verify that considering joint stiffness can improve the accuracy of parameter identification, the compared experiment is taken which only considers 27 geometric parameters without the joint stiffness. Using the proposed model to iteratively calculate, the results show that DP of both considering and nonconsidering joint stiffness verges to 0. The results of considering the stiffness and not considering the stiffness are shown in the Table IV. To modify the data of last five groups in Table III , the results in Table IV are used. The comparison between theoretical data and modified data is shown in Figure 4 . It is clear that the results calculated by the model considering the joint stiffness have smaller errors along all three directions than the non-considered one, which means the modified data are closer to the actual value where the error can be within 0.5 mm. Thus, with the loads, the model considering the joint stiffness can improve the absolute positioning accuracy remarkably. Moreover, from the figure, the results from the model not considering joint stiffness have larger differences, indicating the bad stability. On the contrary, the results from the model considering joint stiffness are more stable, having smaller differences in different positions. Also according to the calculation of the standard deviation, the model considering joint stiffness has better stability and smaller volatility. Note: Considered stiffness/not considered
Conclusion
The parameter identification is an important part of robot calibration, and an unneglectable positional error during calibration is the compliance error. To improve the positional accuracy, this study integrates the joint stiffness parameter into the geometric parameter identification model and proposes a more accurate model. To test the accuracy and performance of the proposed model, a calibration experiment on KUKA robot KR500-3 is performed, using mathematical model to process the data which are acquired via laser tracker. Comparing two kinds of results which one considers the joint stiffness and the other does not, the result indicates that the model considering joint stiffness can better reflect the actual condition of robot with better stability.
